
 
 

Before you sell on Etsy, it may be good to familiarize yourself with how users interact with the site. Go 
to Etsy.com and type in a product in the search bar to see what a buyer sees. 

Etsy as a Seller 
Before you start the process you should address these key shop elements: 

• Have a Banner and shop logo: Upload clear photos that represent the style of your brand 
and make a strong first impression on shoppers.  

o You can use Canva.com to design Etsy banners & logos 
• Shop title: Describe in one sentence what your product is. 
• About section: Upload videos or photos and share the story behind your products, how your 

business came to be, and what your vision is for your brand.  
• Shop members: Introduce any other members of your team or people you collaborate with.  
• Shop policies: Outline all your policies for shipping, returns, exchanges, payments, custom 

items, or any other guidelines that are important for shoppers to know before they make a 
purchase. 

o Etsy has standardized shop policies that you can use if you don’t want to create 
your own. 

Ask yourself these questions first: 
1. Do you have 10-15 products ready to photograph and list? 
2. Can you take good photographs of your products? 
3. Are your products ready to go? If your product takes a while to make (dry times, etc), do you 

have some on hand, ready to ship? 
4. Do you have the mailing supplies you’ll need to ship customer orders? 
5. Can you reliably recreate a made-to-order item? If your product is made to order, are you able 

to recreate that first one you used for the photo? 
6. Will you be able to fulfill customers’ orders in a reasonable amount of time? If someone buys a 

custom order tomorrow, will you be able to sit down and make it in the next week or so? 
7. Do you have a general idea of what your shop should look like? 
8. Do you know how much it’s going to cost to ship your item? 
9. Do you have several hours to dedicate to the set-up of your shop? 
10. Are you prepared to market your items? 
11. Are you ready to think like a business owner? Pricing, marketing, inventory, answering 

customer questions – your craft business is just that, a business. 

Open your Shop 
 Create an Etsy account or use an existing account if you already have one. 

 Create a shop name 
• If you already have an idea for your shop’s name, ensure that you have at least 3 

alternatives in case this name is already taken. 
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 Add listings 
• You will need to upload at least one photo on your listing. You have ten photos for 

each listing. I recommend using at least 4-5 of these. 
• Remember the buyer can zoom in your images so make them look as best as 

possible. 

Titles 
• Write your title with the buyer in mind. Use a good mix of keywords with the most 

relevant at the front of the title. 
• Make them as simple and easy to understand as possible. 
• Don’t use strange words, only everyday words. 
• You can break up your title with commas, dashes, etc. It only needs to be readable 

by a human 
• The front of your title is the best place to have your Keywords for your item 

o Etsy places a lot of emphasis on the first three or four words in your title 

Categories 
• Don’t be too fancy here; just write in the essential item details, Eg Wedding banner. 
• Select the most appropriate category for your item – which may not be the top 

choice. 

Product Descriptions 
• Your product description contains details of your product to your customer. Etsy 

shows the first few lines on the listing page, so with that in mind keep your primary 
information and points above this fold on the screen. 

• Include full details of what the customer will receive 
o size 
o height 
o color 
o purpose 
o usage 
o How it is delivered  
o What they can use if for 
o Helpful information 

Sections 
• A section on Etsy is how you organize your items in your shop. You can select 

which section you would like your item to appear in from the drop-down menu. 
• You can have up to 20 sections 

Tags 
• The primary purpose of your tags is to tell Etsy what your product is. Here is your 

link to Etsy search, these are what Etsy uses to ensure the correct products appear 
in search. 

o It is therefore essential that you use your tags wisely and use all of them. 



o So many shops use only 4-5 tags in their listings, which means they have 
less chance of showing up in search 

• Ensure that the keywords used in the title appear in the tags, using simple words to 
describe the item. 

• Think of your tags as funnels; the more specific your tags are, the better chance you 
have of showing up in search 

o Tags will or should be repeated in the title 
o Is generally what someone would search for – but not necessarily so specific 

as a keyword 
o Think of as each tag giving you 13 changes to be found on Etsy – without 

them only your title will help you be found 
o You don’t need to include a tag if it’s in your category on Etsy 
o Google search to find the best tags, and then keep track of those for later 

 Look through the images and the related search words for tag ideas 
 Use Pinterest to find more tags 

o Use Etsy’s search preview 
o Ask someone else to describe your item! 
o Another tag tip: Spy on your fellow crafters! 

Example: How much can you really say about a ceramic bowl? 

1. Bowl 
2. Home decor  
3. Handmade pottery <— What else is it? 
4. Ceramic bowl <— “Pottery” and “Ceramic” are two different words that mean largely the same 

thing to searchers 
5. Glazed bowl 
6. Pasta bowl <— Think “what would this thing be used for?” 
7. Fruit bowl <— What else might this thing be used for? 
8. Wheel thrown pottery 
9. Red bowl 
10. Food bowl 
11. Large serving bowl 
12. Shallow bowl <— Describe its properties! 
13. Your shop name <— Reinforce your branding by using your shop name as a tag 

 

Variations 
• Variations on Etsy allow the buyer to select from a drop-down menu which 

variation they would like. 
• You can also link images to your variations 
• You can add the personalization option so the buyer can write in their 

preferences when they purchase. Useful for Custom orders 

Shipping 
• Etsy knows that free shipping works wonders for conversion rates, and the less 

the customer has to think – the more likely they are to buy 



• The average buyer, myself included doesn’t wish to be bothered with shipping 
costs. 

Choose your payment preferences 
• Pick how you’d prefer to accept payments (PayPal, check or money order, etsy payments, etc) 
• Set up billing – you can opt for auto-billing where Etsy will automatically charge your credit 

card on file for the selling fees you incur vs. paying a monthly statement 

Marketing, Branding & Promotion 
• Make sure you’re optimizing your shop for Etsy search. Make sure to add your location so that 

your shop can be found in local searches.  
• Link your shop to your social media accounts so you can easily craft posts about your business.  
• Consider marketing your shop through paid advertising. 
• Consider offering discounts to incentivize shoppers to buy with sales and coupons.  
• Find a local craft fair or market where you can sell your goods.  
• Join the Etsy community and teams where you can network with sellers and shoppers. 

 



 

 

First Listing Tips 

1. Have your photos ready to upload. 

2. Do keyword research before you start 

3. Use all of your tags ensuring the first 1-4 words in your title 

contains your main keywords. 

4. Write a great product description 

5. Don’t use tags unnecessarily if they are already categories 

6. Get your price correct 

7. Use great images 

8. Try to use a good mix of keywords in your listings and across 

your shop 

9. Have email scripts; creating canned responses for when a 

customer wants a customer order, a product for free, hasn’t 

read store polices, wants a refund, etc. saves time so you 

don’t have to come up with a response for the same question  

10.Create templates for your products so you don’t have to 

type up something new every time you list an item 

11. Don’t offer too many options—keep it simple. 
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Etsy Tagging Dos & Don’ts 

DO DON’T 
Use all 13 tags 

Think of tags as 13 chances for someone to see 

your product 

Repeat tags 

The 13 tags you add should all be as unique as pos-

sible.  

Use multi-word phrases 

For example, “custom bracelet” is stronger than 

“custom” and “bracelet” and frees up another tag 

for you to use.  

Repeat categories and attributes 

The categories and attributes you add act like tags, 

so if an exact phrase appears in your categories, 

you don’t need to add it as a tag  

Consult your shop stats 

Refresh the tags on listings that are getting less 

traffic and diversify the terms you’re using.  

Include misspellings 

Etsy search redirects shoppers to the correct re-

sults if they make a common mistake so you 

shouldn’t misspell keywords on purpose to reach 

shoppers who’ve made a tiny typo.  

Consider synonyms and regional 

phrases 

For example, if you sell flip flops and a lot of your 

customers are in Australia searching for “thong 

sandals,” you should add “thong sandals” to your 

tags.  

Add tags in multiple languages 

The titles and tags you add should be in the lan-

guage you choose when setting up your shop.  

Target “long-tail” keywords 

Instead of trying to compete for popular, generic 

searches, like “tote bag” or “diamond ring,” priori-

tize less popular phrases that describe what’s real-

ly special about your products. For example, 

“canvas tote bag” or “natural diamond ring.”  

Worry about plurals 

When a shopper enters their query, Etsy looks at 

the root words for the phrase the typed in and 

match them to the root words in your listings' key-

words.   
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